FOOD TOUR

well beyond the pause in the
morning’s grocery shopping.
Under Orthodox doctrine,
fasting plays a persistent role,
WHERE ON EARTH
banning the ingestion of meat
and dairy products on Wednesdays and Fridays, as
well as during the forty days that precede Easter,
Christmas, and the Virgin’s birthday (August 15).
I do the math: for roughly 50 percent of
the year, kitchen creativity with grains, nuts,
fruits and vegetables is in high demand.
A demand that meets its match in the aisles of
Athens’ teeming Varvakeios Central Market, where
we munch cherries and olives by the handful among
shoppers making careful selections of almonds and
pistachios; where vendors trade convivial insults
across piles of apricots and pause for chat with the
regulars among the tomatoes. The volume rises in the
Meat Market, as cleavers pound and butchers call out
their daily specials from impeccably kept, refrigerated
stalls. At the Fish Market, purple squid, pink prawns
and silver-scaled fish glisten from their icy beds.
As we plunge once more through the graffitigilded streets, Vicki’s discourse ranges from the
agronomic impact of Greece’s membership in the
EU, to the regional variations in Greek gastronomy,
to the urban-rural dichotomy in contemporary
Greek diet. She counters the merits of the
traditional Mediterranean diet of the countryside
with a wry disclosure: “Here in Athens, breakfast
is more likely to be five cigarettes and a coffee.”
Which explains the ubiquity of the koulouri —
large, crispy bread rings coated in sesame seeds
— flogged from carts in every plateia (square) in
Athens and a popular on-the-run snack among busy
commuters. Following suit, we nibble these as we
lope to a traditional pantopolion (grocery store),
where regional, mainly organic, products from small
Greek producers and rural cooperatives are on offer.
Amid the small bags of golden and brickcoloured pulses, and rows of colourful food labels
and green wine bottles that line Pantopolion tis
Mesogiakis Diatrofis, we imbibe myriad samples
that include extra-virgin olive oils, rich feta, and
juicy olive pastes. Pride of place is given to fruit
vinegars, including multi-award-winning Isis Elixir,
a melange of fruit nectar, cardamom, peppers,
and ginger so beautifully-balanced that we can
sip it as an aperitif — although it is recommended
as a drizzle on cheese, salad, or ice cream.
As we taste a ripe and earthy tomato spread, Vicki
reminds us that this, as well as those other bastions
of Hellenic cooking — Greek salad, lemon-and-oliveoil-roasted potatoes — were absent from Greece’s
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Athens Food Tour. Our first stop: the Church of Agioi
Theodoroi.
Wait — what?
An 11th century Byzantine chapel is decidedly
NOT your typical food tour venue. But I’m learning
quickly that this is not your typical food tour.
Take the rendezvous point, for instance. Conventional
wisdom would have us start in the serpentine streets of
old Plaka — Athens’ charming tourist haven at the foot
of the Acropolis. But we meet Vicki, our guide, outside
Panepistimio metro station near Psyrri — the still-gritty
neighbourhood of central Athens that is currently reclaiming
itself as a lively food and entertainment district.
“Plaka is nice, but we Athenians leave it for the
tourists. Psyrri”, says Vicki, “we keep for ourselves.” And
as we stand in the shadowy interior of the tiny Byzantine
church watching women flow through its portals,
grocery bags bulging with vegetables — the shoppers
acknowledging holy icons with a lit taper or a kiss before
returning to the sunlit streets — Vicki’s words prove to
be true: we have entered the weft of Athens daily life.
Beneath the beatific gaze of the saints, we learn that
the Church’s influence on Greek food culture extends
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